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Social capital is a valuable resource that can be raised and destroyed, and its level in society is path dependent and related to society’s “collective memory” of experience with power structures. Social capital is found both on the network as well as society levels, and a relation between these exists. Fragmented societies with strong, exclusive network ties among the segments and clear-cut dual (inner and outer) moralities often lack strong inherent social capital. Informal norms of action superimpose formal ones and make the functioning of newly implemented institutions dysfunctional. They change very slowly. Russia seems to have performed the transition to a market economy but not to a market and civil society, because social capital on the societal level is rather weak, while it has remained rather strong on the personal network level. The structure of social space of personal relations is opposed to the structure of societal space as solidary civil “community”.
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Introduction

Market societies of Western Europe, their rationally acting institutions and organizations, and the politico-economic framework in which they can function efficiently emerged in a process of longue durée (Braudel) of economic and social change and modernization (Goetze 1997). Modernization theory assumed that this historical process was a blueprint, occurring with a time lag in non-Western societies, which would eventually catch up with the West. With the collapse of the planned economies of Eastern Europe it was assumed that a short-term institutional systemic change – a transition – would lead the former socialist societies back to Europe (Olson 1995; Poznanski 1995; Zloch-Christy 1998). Based on a development strategy of structural adjustment, institutions should be implemented according to the Western example, constituting the basis for a self-adjusting market. The keywords here are the model-transfer concept and designer capitalism (Kollmorgen/Schrader 2003).

Such an orthodox perspective of transformation implies a relatively short and difficult transitional period of structural adjustment (topics such as ‘shock therapy’ were applied), followed by incorporation into the world market and positive effects for economy and society. The author of this paper takes a different stance. He argues that transformation is not a short-term project of transition, but a long-term process of modernization. This process in Eastern Europe has certain unique characteristics, which engendered a particular low-trust culture in the public realm as opposed to a high-trust culture in the private realm. The long-term nature of transformation is closely related to slow change in patterns of action, attitudes and opinions, and norms and values, which engender institutions and their functioning.

In the first part of this paper I shall argue in favour of a transformation research that considers transformation as path dependent from the specific, socio-structurally embedded typical patterns of meaning, action and behaviour that emerged during, if not even before, the Socialist period and continues to impinge upon post-socialist Eastern Europe. With the issues of trust and social capital I will discuss two closely related concepts in the second and third parts of this paper, which can be applied to both individual and societal levels. I will argue that in societies, characterized by closed personal networks (strong ties according to Granovetter), and which are lacking weak ties to other networks, two distinct cultures of trust and social capital emerge: a low-trust culture (or lack of societal social capital) in the public realm and a high-trust culture or high societal social capital in the private realm. This structuration (Giddens) directly impinges on social and economic interaction and on the transformation process in Eastern Europe.

The last part of this paper will illustrates the theoretical discussion with the case of Russia – that country which experienced the longest and most severe socialist period. I shall argue that, in spite of severe changes of action in post-Soviet
Russia, particular structurations occurred, and actions can be observed in everyday-life, which are outcomes of pre-Socialist times and have continued to exist – although in different settings and with different shapes – since the Soviet Period.

**Transformation Research and Transformation**

In comparison with an orthodox understanding of transformation research that has been shaped by neo-liberal economists and political scientists and considers the post-1990 events in Eastern Europe as a systemic transition from socialism back to capitalism, the institutionalist approach takes a more differentiated stance. Actions and behaviour of individuals, as well as the functioning of institutions, are path-dependent (North 1981; 1990).

Concerning path-dependency I argue that, while the model-transfer concept identified a number of technocratic development constraints on the political and economical levels, it neglected people’s experienced social time: individual, biographic experiences, personal attitudes and opinions, as well as collective experience and a society’s ‘collective memory’ (Durkheim 1984) that has engendered a unique structuration (Giddens) and culture that even nowadays plays a significant role in everyday life (Hann 2002). From such a perspective,

---

1. According to North (1990; 1991:97), institutions are self-imposed limitations of individualsthat constitute the rules of the game of societies, and aim to achieve higher utility by means of cooperation. Together with other constraints, such as scarcity, institutions provide the scope for action. Normative rules constitute the framework of economic action, and can be formal and informal. It is important for the efficiency of economic systems that formal and informal rules match each other, because only then do people voluntarily keep to them. Franzen, Harland and Niessen (2001:22) underscore the importance of informal norms in the transformation process, because these do not quickly change with the formal ones. In line with these scholars, I shall take the cleavage between formal and informal loans as an indicator of transformation failure.

2. The term of social time in cultural sociology implies that time is measured according to socially relevant events, and organized accordingly (cf. Braudel 1981). These events shape the socio-cultural memory of individuals and collectivities.

3. According to Giddens (1979) structuration expresses the mutual dependency of humanagency and social structures. He argues that social structures are intimately involved in the production of action. The structural properties of social systems provide the means by which people act and they are also the outcome of such actions.

4. In line with Tetzlaff (2000:27-28) I consider ‘culture’ as a memory of collective experience a system of standardized orientations toward recurrent problems. With their culture people obtain a subjective perception of themselves and a ‘fictitious differentiation’ from ‘others’ and ‘alien’ environment. From such a perspective, culture provides a dense net of meaningful structures surrounding the individual and has formative influence on his or her action and behaviour by means of habitual perception, based upon socialization.
the historical period of socialism (which was not only of different lengths but also different intensities), the type of system change to and from socialism, the present perception of the socialist period, and present and former relations to the Soviet Union and other socialist countries have a similarly sustainable influence on institutional change and development in the post-socialist period as the self-perception of asymmetrical centre-periphery relations.

Taking this stance, Stark (1992a; 1992b; 1992c) and Staniszkis (1991) were very critical of neo-liberal prognoses of Eastern European development: a short hard slog of the shock therapy, followed by rapid emergence of a market economy and market society. They feared that a ‘continuity in change’ might occur, which engendered a specifically Eastern European type of capitalism, by nature fundamentally different from the Western type.

Subsequent events have supported this view. More than 10 years after the collapse of socialism, the former production industries are still unproductive or have closed down. Growth rates are dependent more on the service sector than on production, and development prognoses for a number of Eastern European countries are still poor. For most people, living conditions have not improved or have improved only slightly, while post-perestroika supply and advertisement of goods produce income inequality and budgetary deficits. In everyday and business life, interaction with the bureaucracy is characterized by corruption. Criminal organizations use blackmail to extort protection money and control large sections of the economy. Nepotism and patronage hamper the emergence of a performance principle etc. In other words, the development of economy and society is hampered not by the absence of particular modern institutions – such as administration, police or jurisdiction – but by their insufficient functioning in the sense of rational bureaucracy and their calculability and operation according to principles of rule of law, formal equality, secondary liability and efficiency. Many spheres of public administration, governance and jurisdiction are characterized by arbitrary bureaucratic decisions, perversion of justice, venality, and low moral and ethical standards. Even public security, public goods and public services have been commoditized and can often be acquired only by means of additional informal payment or patronage.\(^5\) On the basis of my own

---

\(^5\) While the accumulation of means of production is considered normal, Elwert (cf. Elwert 1987) identified another type of accumulation: venal accumulation. He argues that terms like corruption or bribery conceal the general pattern of commoditization of public goods and services in a number of developing societies, to which I would also add transformation societies.
I shall argue that market society in some Eastern European countries is not only functioning inadequately – as the World Bank and IMF state – but that it has been perverted by the consistent expansion of venality and commoditization to almost all spheres of life, and by having lost its moral embeddedness.

The process of privatization of state property was particularly observed under the aspect of the emergence of property rights as a necessary constituent of market society. A number of scholars discovered specific hybrid forms of entanglement between policy, bureaucracy and the economy for Eastern Europe (Åslund 1995; Stark 1994). Jadwiga Staniszkis (1995) termed this phenomenon ‘political capitalism’, a hybrid societal formation and institutional modus of restructuring socialist societies under conditions of peripheral position. This type of capitalism still functions according to the logic of socialist systems. It possesses a logic of reproduction of power and dependency fundamentally different from the logic of accumulation of capital, but adapted to function under capitalist conditions. For characterizing the type of capitalism in Russia other scholars even applied the term ‘Mafia capitalism’ (Hessinger 2001; Varese 1994). Both concepts demonstrate an understanding of post-socialist path dependency. However, while the terminology chosen relates to an understanding that these developments constitute a departure from the norm (‘Western European capitalism’ or ‘democratic capitalism’ (cf. Tatur 1998)), I shall argue that, from a global perspective in purely quantitative terms, such types of capitalism constitute the norm, while ‘democratic capitalism’ provides the exception. Following Christophe (cf. Christophe 1998) I argue that under the particular conditions of Eastern European capitalism, the observed pattern of behaviour of economic agents is rational. I consider the specific, socio-structurally embedded typical patterns of meaning, action and behaviour that correlate with the functioning of institutions to have emerged path dependently.

---

6 Following my research on pawnshops and poverty in Saint Petersburg/Russia (cf. Schrader 2000a), I am conducting research on small business in the Czech Republic, Bulgaria and Russia, in collaboration with Eckhard Dittrich and a research group from the three countries. Although the level of corruption – and particularly payment of protection money – seems to have decreased, it nevertheless constitutes an important factor in business life, and ought not to be neglected.

7 According to Christophe (1998: 201), the logics of action and preferences of socioeconomic actors decisively depend on the institutional context in which they are embedded. She argues that the general assumption of rational economic action based on cost-utility reflections is the contingent result of successful institutionalization of market pressure and property rights, which do not exist against the background of weak states.
Personal Trust

Every society experiences basic problems of social order to engender a minimum of stability, social peace and external security, out of which emerge further patterns of Vergesellschaftung (building civil society). Central to this is the problem of trust. In recent discourse, trust takes on the function of a remedy. It is said to “contribute to economic growth and efficiency in market economics, to the provision of public goods, to social integration, cooperation and harmony, to personal life satisfaction, to democratic stability and development, and even to good health and longevity. Trust is also at the centre of a cluster of other concepts that are no less important for social science theory than for practical daily life, including life satisfaction and happiness, optimism, well-being, health, economic prosperity, education, welfare, participation, community, civil society, and democracy. And of course, social trust is a core component of social capital, and is normally used as a key indicator of it, sometimes as the best or only single indicator” (Delhey/Newton 2003). I will start with some general considerations of trust, and then consider the relation of trust and social capital.

In social science, both the metaphysical and philosophical dimensions of trust have been deconstructed by referring to its function in personal relations and within society. Luhmann (1988), for example, interpreted trust as a mechanism to reduce insecurity and risk in a very complex life world. From an angle of synergetics, Haken (1992) referred to an emergence of ‘situational competence’ to cope with uncertainty and complexity. Analytically considered, trust is particularly context and time dependent. Decision theory and game theory have taken the actor’s subjective point of view by applying different contexts and time horizons (Axelrod 1984; 1986). In the typical exchange model in the anonymous market, the situation of transaction is such that we never see the opportunistic agent again. Thus, the risk of being disappointed is high, and we are therefore cautious, because this single transaction is not based on previous experience with the exchange partner. In such a situation, functioning contract law can, to some degree, act as a substitute for trust in the integrity of a person, and considerably decrease risk. With repeated transactions, trust is an outcome of positive experience. On the one hand, it refers to the past: We obtained our own or others’ information on this agent. On the other hand, it refers to the future: The person with whom we interact will be interested not to lose his or her reputation, and will also share the benefits from being trusted. Interacting with known, reliable people reduces the risk level, particularly in situations in which high risk and insecurity characterize the social and economic environment. Furthermore – and this will be important for my argumentation – people’s continued experiences of past rewards and disappointments in situations in which trust was required will strongly influence their ability to provide trust advances to others.
The investigations of decision theory and game theory explain people’s motivation to trust each other by opportunistic motives. Trust is substituted by experience, probabilities and mutual interdependence of utility. These theories do not neglect culture in general, but see it as external to their models. Many sociologists view such approaches as useful, but nevertheless insufficient and ‘undersocialized’, because rational action provides only a small part of social reality, and methodological individualism does not fit for an explanation of social phenomena. Some authors are close to Rousseau in saying that basic or fundamental aspects of trust are a precondition for human interaction in general (Durkheim 1984; Giddens 1990; Misztal 1996). Binding social norms ‘thicken’ into institutions that determine action and behaviour. According to their sphere of effect, they can provide limitations as well as opportunities. Moral economies\(^8\) are certain spheres of life that are strongly normatively regulated, have narrow binding rules and mutual expectations with regard to reciprocity and redistribution within the group. Economic anthropology showed that moral economy is not as homogeneous as assumed by investigating the sphere of activity of reciprocity norms, relating it to social and geographic space, and showing that in pre-modern societies the degree of reciprocity decreases with social distance. We can also apply this to modern societies, and we find the same assumption in network theory, and in the sociology of organization. In terms of the latter, a moral economy in pre-modern societies restricts choice, while a network moral economy provides an alternative to market and hierarchy: Trust, mutual obligations and social control within the network sphere help to reduce the high transaction costs of hierarchy (organizational structure) and market (risk, contracts, monitoring opportunism, moral hazards. Strong ties, however, may at the same time engender insurmountable boundaries, when we put our emphasis on the two distinct spheres of inner and outer morality. To paraphrase Granovetter (1977) the ‘weakness of strong ties’\(^9\) in such networks is their tendency to be exclusive. Here morality becomes contextual, and a “cognitive systematization of the social environment according to binary patterns” occurs (Tatur, 1998: 354).

\(^8\) Strong normative relationships between individuals or groups constitute ‘moral economies’, which subjugate individual action to socially binding norms. Contrary to older approaches – which in the tradition of Gemeinschaft vs. Gesellschaft take ‘moral economy’ as the antonym of ‘market economy’ – scholars nowadays consider this concept from an actor-oriented perspective to apply it to different spheres of economic life that are morally constrained and exist side by side with market-rational action (Booth, 1994).

\(^9\) Mark Granovetter investigated strong and weak ties from the perspective of network theory. The ‘strength of weak ties’ is their ability to open up closed networks by building bridges to other networks. Recent approaches applying Granovetter’s distinction to the notion of social capital distinguish ‘bonding capital’ (between people) and ‘bridging capital’ (between groups).
There are a number of concepts in sociology that refer to these morally distinctive spheres. An extreme case provides the fragmented morality of ‘amoral familism’ (Banfield 1958) – a dual morality with unconditioned trust within the network (based in this case upon ascriptive familial relations) turning into strong distrust and a general readiness to exploit others outside the network. Less extreme, for example, is the form of ‘familism’ (Fukuyama 1995; 2000). Common to these specific relations is that they aim at simplifying social complexity and reducing risk and uncertainty by putting the personal identity of the interaction partner into the foreground, setting formal equality out by certain preferences grounded on particular criteria (such as kinship or friendship), and regulating the preference order by norms. To put it another way, this type of social relations stands against the emergence of a societal space, because segmented personal spaces with clear-cut boundaries, different moralities, and scopes of personal action cannot be overcome.

These distinct spheres of morality are one crucial element in the conceptualization of pre-modern and modern patterns of trust. In pre-modern settings, social action is organized according to binary and antagonistic perceptions; trust is a very personal and emotional affair and can only be considered in contrast to distrust. Social relations are structured according to these binary categories, and there is no place for a third, more neutral category of indifference. As Giddens (1990) emphasized, this third category, has become increasingly important for the functioning of modern societies. Indifference means to take a more neutral stance and to de-emotionalize ones actions and social relations. People do not categorize alter as either friend or enemy, but take an impersonal stance. More important than his personal attributes become his functional ones, because people know that they can rely on the institutional framework rather than on their individual power to regulate affairs in case of being disappointed.

System Trust and Actor-Centred Social Capital

Characteristic of modern, reflexive societies is ‘system trust’ (Luhmann 2000). Trust in state institutions and the economy is based on experience of the predictability of institutions – which function according to criteria of rule of law, formal equality and secondary liability – on experts, on ‘certificates’, and on a stable currency in particular. Only with these preconditions can ‘face-to-face’ relations (Giddens 1990) – the criteria for which are good knowledge of and experience with the interaction partner, one’s own efficient sanction mechanisms and the public pressure of the moral economy – be supplemented by ‘faceless’ relations (ibid.). These function without either party needing a personal guarantor, because both interaction partners can assume that they both usually adhere to rules and laws (Christophe 1998:210), and that state institutions negatively sanction offences. From an actor-theoretical perspective,
system trust offers new scopes of action. As a concept, system trust is closely related to the institutional framework; for transformation research, system trust is implemented by ‘institution building’ according to design. To some degree, system trust may substitute personal trust.

A bottom-up perspective examines the concept of social capital at the level of society, which considers trust the property not only of individuals, but also of itself. According to Hardin (1996), trust is a product of individual experience. We constantly modify and update our trustful feelings, and these add up to a climate of trust within society. From the empirical point of view, this means that levels of ‘generalized trust’ reported in societies are an indicator of the trustworthiness of the society, as Putnam (2000:138) argues. Simply speaking, social capital constitutes an asset, which results from social relations. While on the network level it may positively affect ones own career (the perspective that Coleman (1988) takes), it is also assumed to impinge upon the development of entire societies. Thus, during the last decade this concept has experienced great prominence not only among social scientists, but also among development organizations. The World Bank described it as “the missing link” in development (Grootaert 1997), and has made extensive use of Robert Putnam’s Making Democracy Work: Civic Traditions in Modern Italy. Putnam argues that “trust, norms and networks can improve the efficiency of society by facilitating coordinated action” (Putnam 1993:167). He relates development and lack of development to the level of civic involvement in society, and this level is culturally grounded. According to John Harriss, the main problem with both Putnam’s and the World Bank’s considerations of social capital is that they reflect a trend in social science “that systematically obscures power, class and politics” (2001:2). Social capital, trust and civil society are topics that lack a political dimension and power structures.

I agree with Harriss, and will try to bring a political dimension to the concept of social capital. I will start from Francis Fukuyama’s (1995:21) perspective (to which Harriss does not refer). Fukuyama also considers social capital as an important factor for a nation’s welfare and competitiveness. He defines social capital as a given set of informal norms and values that all members of a group share and that facilitate cooperation between group members.

According to Fukuyama, the ability and capacity to communicate in an uncomplicated way and to cooperate is ‘spontaneous sociability’, which constitutes an important part of social capital and plays a crucial role in the creation and maintenance of civil society, because spontaneous sociability enables people who do not know each other to congregate and cooperate with each other. But where this ‘spontaneous sociability’ comes from, and why it is lacking in other societies, are questions that remain open.
The Relationship Between Actor-Centred and Society-Inherent Social Capital

How then can we describe the relationship between actor-centred social capital and society-inherent social capital? In my view, so-called ‘low-trust societies’ (cf. Putnam) are not societies that lack trust in general, but rather societies that have strong, context-related particularistic moralities. However, social capital exists within the boundaries of these moralities, not across them, and it is to this that the concepts of ‘familism’ and ‘amoral familism’ refer. There are manifold examples of how the clear-cut distinction between inner and outer morality, norms and values negatively impacts on societal cooperation and solidarity. Negative effects on governance and economy are discussed with the examples of bribery and corruption: They demonstrate that social capital is as value-neutral as physical capital, but that its application can engender societal benefits, as well as damage.

My interpretation of Fukuyama is that he does not understand culture in a primordial way (as Putnam does), but as a collective experience of social time: a ‘collective social memory’, which is passed on to subsequent generations (Fukuyama 2000:195, 237). According to Fukuyama, society-inherent social capital is not a valuable cultural property of some ‘higher cultures’, but is rather in a continuous process of change, construction, destruction and reconstruction by people, institutions and organizations, governments and ideologies. This means that social capital manifests itself – and constitutes a valuable resource – on the individual, network, and socio-cultural levels. It can be kept in good condition, but it can also get lost; it can be very strong on the actor-centred network level, and at the same time very weak on the societal level.

The expectations of ‘designer capitalism’ constitute a successful interlocking of the framework of society (laws, institutions, and basic principles of formal equality, equity and property rights) with culturally determined social capital. If there is a lack of social capital, Fukuyama argues, it can be compensated to some degree by formal mechanisms of control, such as contracts, hierarchies, constitutions, legal norms, etc. However, the greater this compensation is, the higher are the transaction costs. This perspective can be applied to the failure of true socialism, as will be seen later in this article.

We now return to Harriss’ critique of the concept of social capital lacking a political dimension: When we assume a path-dependent ‘cultural heritage’ that reflects individual and collective experience of trust advances – to others, the state that the economy – manifests itself in informal norms, as well as in the degree of spontaneous sociability, I shall argue that this view of structure-actor dynamics (structuration) also includes a political dimension. Experience manifests itself in specific individual and collective modes of action and behaviour, expectations and attitudes toward the environment, the state, the market, and the like. Norms, values, attitudes and modes of action are passed on
to the next generation. With a time delay, they in turn influence social structure, and a change in social structure may again result in changing experiences and changing norms, values and modes of action. However, these structure-actor dynamics are much slower than politically intentioned systemic institutional transfer. The temporary non-compliance of formal and informal norms results in institutions being dysfunctional, because people both in them and interacting with them continue to behave according to their informal norms, rather than adapting the formal norms.

From this perspective, post-socialist societies may have executed the politically intentioned transition to a market economy, but have yet to make the transformation into a market society. The latter implies that people behave as in a market society, and feel part of it. This presupposes not only the existence of the institutions of a market economy, but also the emergence of institutional trust, system trust, and society-inherent social capital, so that people can choose between the market (faceless transactions) and networks (more personal relations) according to the criterion of transaction costs.

To reiterate, I would like to summarize the relations just mentioned. The implementation of market institutions and constitutional institutions in the course of model transfer in Eastern Europe does not automatically engender a functioning market society. This can be explained as follows:

Social capital on the level of entire society is weak compared with social capital based on personal networks. The structure of social space of personal relations hampers the emergence of a societal space of solidarity-based and civil Gemeinschaft, and influences the functioning of both old and new institutions. It must be emphasized here that institutions do not act independently, as New Institutional Economics assumes, but that their functioning decisively depends upon the action and behaviour of actors within them and others interacting with them.

For the same reason, hierarchical implementation of a functioning market society is very difficult, and entails enormous costs.

**Path Dependency and Social Capital in Russia**

The discussion so far has been theoretical. Now I shall apply the foregoing theoretical concepts to Russia, examining relationships between power relations and low and high trust. In transformation sociology, path dependency is usually applied to the transition from the socialist to the post-socialist period, but I shall consider a longer period – from the pre-revolutionary period to the present. I shall begin with the notion of ‘Soviet man’ and the Soviet period, then step back in history, and finally conclude with my own observations from recent years.
Levada (1993) considers the abrupt change from feudalism to socialism as a ‘social experiment’, which, in both ideological terms and everyday life, engendered a ‘Soviet pattern of life’ – a culture and civilization that was perceived to be self-generated, viable and superior (Arnason 1998:28). With this came ‘Soviet man’ as the enforced dominant social type, at the expense of the elites and intelligentsia, engendered during the Stalin era by state control of education and media, and by terror and liquidation.

The title of Levada’s book, Sovetskii prostoi chelovek [Soviet Common Man], already points at the specifics of Homo sovieticus. He is the antithesis of individualistic Homo oeconomicus: a ‘mass man’, de-individualized, ‘vitreous’, frugal and easily governable. All these characteristics were projected – and politically defined – norms that, however, emerged as a characteristic of people and society (ibid.).

A peculiarity of Homo sovieticus was that he believed himself to be unique and different to people of other times and social systems. He considered himself to be outstanding, with a higher value system, consciousness of his own superiority, and a system of social measures and interpretations incomparable to other social systems (ibid: 16). Thus, the distinction between ‘own’ (Soviet) and ‘alien’ (capitalist), was an important structuring element both in ideology and everyday life. In the course of assigning difference between these two ways of living, certain ambivalences emerged: one’s own was not always better and superior, but could also appear in form of “social-masochist self-humiliation” (ibid: 17; cf. Witte 1997).

During the post-Stalin era, Homo sovieticus went into terminal decline, both as an ideal type and as a reality. In the late 1980s, Levada argues, he could still be found among the older, rural-based, poorly educated generation; the middle generation experienced a conflict and decay of the typical characteristics, while the young generation consciously dissociated itself from them (ibid: 262f., 290f.).

While Levada’s analysis considers the psychological characteristics of Soviet society as a result of political will and psychological pressure, other scholars treat the Soviet period as a deepening of already existing structures from the pre-socialist period (Veselov forthc.). Although the country had some industrial centres at the dawn of the revolution, some authors consider Soviet society to have emerged directly from feudal peasant society, which was centrally administered but with the center and the appropriating elite spatially and

---

10 This became visible in his consciousness of social time – the October Revolution of 1917 as a watershed, his geopolitical orientation (the Iron Curtain), socio-psychological boundary between ‘own’ and ‘alien’, axiological points of reference (own value system) and aesthetic, ethical and epistemological orientation (distinct criteria of truth and beauty) (ibid.).
socially far distant from the rural population. Feudalism, with structures of serfdom characterized by strong feudal dependence, officially existed until 1861.

One issue I can address here only briefly is linked to discussions of the Russian mentality and national character. In this context, scholars repeatedly refer to Russian traditional self-sufficiency. The geographical vastness of Russia stood in opposition to the rural population’s narrow social space. Centuries of exploitation by aristocrats and kulaks (wealthier peasant farmers) affected the small peasants, who patiently bore their destiny. The peculiar mix of lack of responsibility for ones own destiny, of clientelism and patronage, of very close trust relations on the personal level, and of simultaneous distrust of the state and the elite can therefore be considered a continuation of pre-revolutionary structures, as well as a result of the political system in the Soviet Union.

Let us now go beyond this typically Russian discourse on ‘national character’ and ‘Russian (or Soviet) mentality’ and approach our topic, social capital, from the perspective of social space. Fjodorov and other scholars emphasize a clear-cut distinction between public and private space. Behaviour and action in the public space was characterized by opportunism, which was rooted in feudalism and took a specific form during the Soviet period. Because of the deep distrust of central and political authorities, people demonstrated a ‘hypocritical’ obedience, which was reversed in the private sphere. As Fjodorov (1993:38-39) argues, the constraint to be double-tongued corrupted people. Children learned to talk about issues in an accepted way, although in truth things were totally different. This condition was disastrous for people’s morality on all system levels.

The different moralities that affected U.S.S.R.-inherent social capital are important with regard to our topic. Fjodorov (ibid: 4) argues that these antagonistic moralities were one of the reasons for the failure of socialism. Public goods were not considered communal, but the property of the state that could be appropriated illegally. In this way public goods were not considered as such, but were personally appropriated. The entire Soviet Union was a large ‘self-service’ shop in which everybody took what they could get. Such behaviour was considered legitimate, and those who were less successful than others were considered stupid. People referred with self-irony to the superiority of socialism, because capitalism would not have been able to cope with such a condition. Of course, not all of the political or economic class was corrupt, but it became more and more obvious that people valued personal interest higher than their duty and acquiring the privileges of the elite.

Fjodorov (1993:116) compares the Russian peasant with a sheep shorn so often through the centuries that its wool hardly grew again. This is how he explains the passivity within the Russian national character.
In addition to this public-private divide, I would like to refer to another structuration of social space and personal relations (cf. Schrader 2000b). During my two-year stay in St. Petersburg in the late 1990s, I recognized a frequent use of the terms nash ( ours) and ne nash (not ours) in colloquial language. While this distinction, which refers to the social distance of alter, is common in many languages, it acquired a particular connotation in the Soviet Union. Originally, it was used in the official public sphere to denote system-compliant and system-antagonistic action during the Soviet period. In the informal public or private spheres (Zdravosyslova/Voronkov (2002) the term experienced a reverse connotation: Ne nash became a synonym for potential political ‘snitches’, but also for all those whom it was better not to trust, while nash characterized trustful personal relations. Beyond that, the world of nash also acquired an economic connotation, because it was related to ones own provisioning networks. Thus, the worlds of nash and ne nash were two opposed spheres of morality, with no third sphere of indifference: Everyone whom one did not know became subsumed under ne nash. In addition, Srubar (1998:82) mentions that norms of social solidarity and reciprocity of obligation were valid only within ones own social networks, and that the code of conduct was also to use ones own position at work or within an institution to exploit or misuse them for the sake of the members of ones own network. This concrete fear of political spies has been lost during the late socialist and post-socialist periods, but the perception of the life world as two opposed spheres has been maintained.

I argue that due to insecurities in life – and particularly due to an insufficiently functioning institutional framework – people rely on and cultivate their social capital, which is hidden in the social network of nash, instead of taking the risk of faceless transactions. My hypothesis is that, in spite of a rapidly growing market economy in Russia, people’s interactions, transactions, and spheres of trust are in many cases still limited to their rather closed social networks, which are based upon reciprocity, but which have a redistributive function within society for the sake of one’s networks. Loyalty and solidarity are often limited to these networks, which typically have organizational patterns based on kinship, ethnicity, local origin, shared history in school years, university, or military service. Leading figures in politics, economics and administration recruit close colleagues from their personal networks, because this supports their own position and generates confidants. The boundary between nash and ne nash marks the outer boundary of reciprocity and inner morality. The cohesiveness of solidarity remains limited to nash and is even counterproductive, because moral barriers outside ones own networks are rather low.

This segmentation of social space is not necessarily relevant in the anonymity of everyday life. The stranger becomes an ignored person of whom one catches a glimpse but with whom one does not interact; this is a pre-condition for peaceful cohabitation (Giddens 1990). However, the stranger "who comes today
and stays tomorrow’ (Simmel (1971) becomes a problem, because then people have to place him or her in either of these two spheres as nash or ne nash. This happens, for example, in kommunalki (communal apartments), which still exist and which constitute the precise opposite of Gemeinschaft in Tönnies’ sense. They are battlefields to achieve a minimum of privacy and intimacy, places of class conflict, snitching and denunciation for personal benefit.

This characterization should not imply that people are basically unable to engender communicative relations with unknown people. On the contrary the boundary between the two spheres of morality can quickly be adapted to the circumstances – for example, on long train journeys through the vastness of Russia, when unknown travellers are involuntarily put together in a compartment, but quickly generate a confidential atmosphere by sharing food, drinks and life stories. This may seem to be a counter example to my explanation pattern, but it can actually be interpreted in such a way that the negative connotation of ne nash forces the actor to temporarily co-opt ne nash in situations of spatial narrowness. However, this co-option is much easier for ‘a stranger who will leave tomorrow’.

The structures that other scholars and I describe here hinder the emergence of the structures of civil society and society-inherent social capital, because they are based upon personal loyalty and/or opportunism, and characterize the whole public sphere. A jointly pursued goal across ones own network boundaries is difficult to achieve.\footnote{An example is provided by buildings of privatized apartments. Although the owners invest their apartments, they do not form an owners’ community that invests in the staircases, which still belong to the state}

\textbf{Conclusions}

In this paper I began that mainstream approaches of short-term transition are inappropriate in so far as cultural aspects of transformation have been neglected. Structuration processes even before, but particularly during, Soviet times have engendered a peculiar double morality that has to be overcome for system change in Eastern Europe to be finally successful. I further argued that this double morality is related to a clear-cut segmentation of society into personal, actor-centred networks with strong actor-centred social capital and a tough moral economy, but at the same time a perception of society beyond these networks as potentially hostile.

A successful transformation into a market society, however, means that not only institutions of market societies exist, but these function like in market societies. To achieve this, one important factor is that people develop generalized and systematic trust, and society-inherent social capital, which so far only exist in
basic form. From the perspective of network theory, strong ties within personal networks have to be linked with weak ties – or bridges, according to Burt (1992) – between different networks. Only then civil society can emerge – understood as a social structure where people also beyond personalized relations congregate and strive for a common good or interest.

The obvious question is how to overcome this dilemma of bilateral relatedness of action and social structure. The answer that I provided is the question of what causes basically the hen-and-egg problem. My understanding of structure-actor dynamics is that the approaches have to live this dilemma, because on one hand action it is embedded in, or an outcome of, social structure, on the other hand it engenders social structural change. The solution to the dilemma in these approaches lies in the time factor – or more precisely: slowly changing ‘individual’ and ‘collective memories’ – will cause a gradual change of social structure. And this change emerges from the experiences in everyday life in contact with market, working place, bureaucracy, politics, communication systems, education systems, and the like. I therefore applied the term ‘socialization’ to express this gradual process. Changing experiences will in the longer run result in changing attitudes, norms, and values.

Various scholars have already observed this change. Srubar (2001:63-64) emphasizes that a new differentiation of social positions has occurred in the course of transformation, directly influencing life chances and changing social structure. As in Western societies, socio-economic differentiation has occurred that has increased social distance and has broken up formerly personal networks and relations. Of course, it is always very tempting to apply a typology for an entire region with historical similarities, talking about post-socialist path-dependent development (whereas the term ‘post-socialist’ already pre-supposes such a path-dependency) and path-dependent cultural space. However, when we leave the theoretical level and consider empirical cases we should be aware that Eastern Europe (in the same way as Western Europe) does not constitute a homogeneous entity. Different countries experienced different development paths and structuration processes, in spite of the same ideological frame of reference. My own research experience from Russia, which probably constitutes the most extreme case because of the longest communist period and a peculiar stance towards this communist past, suggests that Srubar’s description particularly holds true for the younger generation, students, and people who have recently entered the labour market: They experienced their youth under glasnost, perestroika and post-socialist conditions.

However, the older generation in particular – and to some degree also the medium generation – strongly refer to and rely on their personal networks. These cut across structures of market and civil society, so that not only with regard to the perception of the life world, but also in practice, action within ones own networks provides a higher degree of security and better results than
action and transactions in the anonymous market. The clear-cut boundary between two antagonistic spheres of trust: nash and ne nash, also means that one changes sides when one leaves one’s networks. For others, one becomes ne nash.

Civil society requires solidarity between people who do not personally know each other but are in the same or a similar social situation, as well as a personal commitment to these interests across network boundaries. Therefore, it is not really astonishing that civil society in Russia is not being created from the bottom up, but rather that already established organizations and institutions – which in many cases had their origins in Soviet times – these taking up the rhetoric of civil society to pursue their self-interest, without being supported by a base of solidarity. (Schrader et al. 2000). From such a perspective, the transformation process in Russia is intergenerational. It will not be finished with the implementation of market institutions, but requires longer socialization of the actors.
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